Promoting climate action and resilience through a territorial approach

This session will launch the OECD report "A Territorial Approach to Climate Action and Resilience" that synthesises three years of work under the OECD TACAR Programme, supported by the government of Japan.
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Promoting climate action and resilience through a territorial approach

CITIES AND REGIONS ACCOUNT FOR:

- 60% of climate related investment
- 69% of climate expenditure

THE PATH TO NET ZERO IS DIFFERENT IN DIFFERENT PLACES:

- Transport emissions per capita are 2X as high in remote rural regions.
- Building emissions are 3X as high in large cities than in rural areas.

CLIMATE RISKS ARE DIFFERENT IN DIFFERENT PLACES:

- Larger cities are heating up nearly 2X as fast as small cities.

HOW TO IMPLEMENT A TERRITORIAL INDICATOR FRAMEWORK?

45 INDICATORS FOR
1 200 METROPOLITAN AREAS
2 800 REGIONS ACROSS THE OECD

POLICY CHECKLIST

- Climate-proof regional development
- Enable and scale-up local climate action and resilience
- Integrate a place-based perspective into climate policy

PRACTICES

- Learn from practices from 36 countries.

ABOUT US

The OECD Centre for Entrepreneurship, SMEs, Regions and Cities (CFE) helps local and national governments unleash the potential of entrepreneurs and small and medium-sized enterprises, promote inclusive and sustainable regions and cities, boost local job creation and implement sound tourism policies.

Questions? Contact Tadashi.Matsumoto@oecd.org
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